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SC GLP1 Agonist Major RCT Results
Should we assume North Americans will benefit if the trial data suggests otherwise?
(Questions arising from the North American Subgroup Data)
•
•

•
•

Three SC GLP1 Agonists have shown CV outcome benefit in patients with CV disease, or high CV risk.
It is reasonable to question whether the benefit applies North American patients. In the two largest & longest trials, the
North American trial subgroup did not contribute at all to the 1 outcome benefit seen overall.REWIND, LEADER In the 3rd,
smaller-shorter trial, the contribution was marginal. SUSTAIN-6 What is different in the N. American context that that
reduces the CV outcome benefits realized by patients in N. America relative to Europe and Asia?
Technically, such subgroup results would be considered “hypothesis generating” warranting further exploration (e.g.
conducting a trial specific to N. America). However, given the results, such a trial would be risky for the manufacturer.
The signals for both dulaglutide and liraglutide are that MACE benefits would not be seen in a N. American population.
SUMMARY: The SC GLP1 Agonist trials have shown modest positive CV outcome benefits in high CV risk patients.
However, it is possible that this benefit may not actually be realized in North American patients given the subgroup
data. One may consider this additional uncertainty when deciding whether or not to use one of the SC GLP1 agents for
a given patient. Future studies may want to include an a priori effect modification analysis of this subgroup to assess.
From: GLP1 & SGLT2 - SUBSET of DIABETES AGENTS in T2DM: Outcomes Comparison Summary Table
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Dulaglutide SC TRULICITY: Primary Outcome “MACE” in the REWIND Trial – Regional Subgroups

Dulalgutide Better

Liraglutide SC VICTOZA: Primary Outcome “MACE” in the LEADER Trial – Regional Subgroups

Semaglutide SC OZEMPIC: Primary Outcome “MACE” in the SUSTAIN-6 Trial – Regional Subgroups
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